• How do we assess if a subset of coefficients are jointly zero? Example: 3 rd +4 th lags t p t p t t
• Modern form known as a "Wald test", named after Abraham Wald -Early contributor to econometrics F test computation
• You need to list each variable separately • STATA describes the hypothesis • The value of "F" is the F-statistic • "Prob>F" is the p-value -Small p-values cause rejection of hypothesis of zero coefficients -Conventionally, reject hypothesis if p-value < 0.05
Example: 2-step-ahead GDP AR(4)
Testing after Estimation
• The commands predict and test are applied to the most recently estimated model • The command test uses the standard error method specified by the estimation command -reg y x : classical F test -reg r x, r: heteroskedasticity-robust F test -newey y x, lag(m): correlation-robust F test 
Uses
• SSR is a direct measure of the fit of the regression Access after estimation
• STATA stores many of these numbers in "_result" • If the test accepts, then set these to zero.
• If the test rejects, keep these variables.
• This is called "selection based on testing" • You could either use Example: GDP
Sequential t-tests
• Sequential t-tests also select AR (1) Select based on Tests?
• Somewhat popular, but testing does not lead to good forecasting models • Testing asks if there is strong statistical evidence against a restricted model • If the evidence is not strong, testing selects the restricted model • Testing does not attempt to evaluate which model will lead to a better forecast.
Bayes Criterion
• Thomas Bayes (1702-1761) is credited with inventing Bayes Theorem
Bayes Selection
• The probabilities P(M 1 ) and P(M 2 ) are "priors" believed by the user • The probabilities P(D|M 1 ) and P(D|M 2 ) come from probability models.
• We can then compute the posterior probability of model 1
Simplification
• AR(p) with normal errors and uniform priors where is known as the Bayes Information Criterion or Schwarz Information Criterion (SIC). The number N is the total number of observations, while T is the number used for estimation of the AR(p).
Bayes Selection
• The Bayes method is to select the model with the highest posterior probability -the model with the smallest value of BIC
• Sometimes BIC is written a bit differently • But are all equivalent for model selection
Trade-off
• When we compare models, the larger model (the AR with more lags) will have
• The BIC trades these off.
-The first term is decreasing in p -The second term is increasing in p
Computation
• N=total number of observations • For every AR(p) model
• As you change the AR order, the number of observations used for estimation T changes. -STATA has estimates and estat commands which report "BIC", but they assume N=T which is not appropriate for AR comparisons -Use the direct calculation 
Problem with BIC
• This is the theory behind the BIC • If one of the models is true, and the others false,
-Then BIC selects the model most likely to be true
• If none of the models are true, all are approximations -BIC does not pick a good forecasting model
• BIC selection is not designed to produce a good forecast
Selection to Minimize MSFE
• Our goal is to produce forecasts with low MSFE (mean-square forecast error).
• If ŷ is a forecast for y, the MSFE is
• If we had a good estimate of the MSFE, we could pick the model (forecast) with the smallest MSFE. ( ) ( ) ( )
Akaike
• If you take Shibata's criterion, divide by T, take the log, and multiply by N, then
• This looks somewhat like BIC, but "2" has replaced "ln(N)". -A loss function on the density forecast -Suppose f(y) is a density forecast for y, and g(y) is the true density. The KLIC risk is
Akaike's Result
• Akaike showed that in a normal autoregression the AIC is an approximately unbiased estimator of the KLIC • So Akaike recommended selecting forecasting models by finding the one model with the smallest AIC • Unlike testing or BIC, the AIC is designed to find models with low forecast risk.
Computation
• For given N (e.g. N=251)
• Direct calculation
.dis ln(_result(4)/_result(1))*251+(1+_result(3))*2 Or .dis ln(e(rss)/e(N))*251+e(rank)*2 _result(1)=e(N)=T _result(3)=p e(rank)=p+1 _result(4)=e(rss)=SSR 
Comments
• BIC picks AR(1), AIC picks AR (3) • This is common -AIC typically selects a larger model than BIC -Mechanically, it is because BIC puts a larger penalty on the dimension of the model ]
• (ln(N) versus 2)
-Conceptually, it is because
• BIC assumes that there is a true finite model, and is trying to find the true model • AIC assumes all models are approximations, and is trying to find the model which makes the best forecast.
-Extra lags are included if (on balance) they help to forecast
Selection based on Prediction Errors
• A sophisticated selection method is to compute true out-of-sample forecasts and forecast errors, and pick the model with the smallest out-of-sample forecast variance -This is typically done on a the observations [R+1,…,T] -R is a start-up number -P=T-R is the number of out-of-sample forecasts Out-of-Sample Forecasts
• By out-of sample, ŷ t must be computed using only the observations 
Comments on PLS
• PLS has the advantage that it does not depend on approximations or distribution theory • It can be computed for any forecast method -You just need a time-series of actual forecasts -You can use it to compare published forecasts
• Disadvantages -It requires the start-up number of observations R -The forecasts in the early part of the sample will be less precise than in the later part
• Averaging over these errors can be misleading • Will therefore tend to select smaller models than AIC -Less strong theoretical foundation for PLS than for AIC
